Reviewer #1:
The authors have largely address my concerns, particularly about the formulation of equations, scope of data interpretation and clarity of statistics. I remain interested in the manuscript's central message that changes in cell wall extensibility but not elasticity is sufficient to explain the growth rate phenotypes of the promptly redefined "viscosity" or "extensibility" mutants of P. blakesleeanus, and that wall extensibility and elasticity are uncoupled in the studied fungal cell wall. This conclusion partially concides with the recent works from the Cosgrove lab, where different mechanical properties were also found to be not necessarily coupled in plant cell walls (Zhang et al., 2019 Plant J.; Wang and Cosgrove, 2019 preprint) . This manuscript, as well as other complementary studies, will update the current understanding of the biomechanics of walled-cell expansion. I however would still like the authors to address the remaining clarity issues (all the line numbers are based on the tracked change version). Figure 2B . [237] [238] . We have edited the manuscript to reflect this change as well, lines 462-463, 512-514. 2. L and the constant growth zone length: as I questioned in the previous round, the constant growth zone length (~ 3.5 um at stage VIb, inferred from Fig. 1 ) is much smaller than the cell length (30 mm). This means that the absolute magnitude of the studied dimensionless number will be very different depending on whether the cell length or growth zone length are considered. Indeed the effect of L is partially cancelled by phi/v_s in PI_pe and PI_pv, and finally the fold change between genotypes (e.g. PI_pe/PI_pe between WT and C216) completely cancels out L in epsilon, too (if both cell length and growth zone length are indifferent between genotypes). The authors should consider to reformulate the numerical computation of PI parameters by cancelling out L first before bringing in numbers, and use the ratio of PI instead of PI themselves as the reporting values. Alternatively the authors should discuss about the choice of L in regard to the "constant growth zone length". Other minor comments: Line 99: Stems, roots and leaves are not higher plants, but higher plant organs.
We agree with the reviewer in that this annotation is confusing. We have edited the figure and text to better represent the measured length and the cell's initial length. We have added the Lref annotation to represent length changes measured when turgor pressure step-ups began. Lref excludes the initial cell's length. Figure 2B should begin at Lref =0 um, this graphical error is now fixed and can be seen in the updated

Fixed, line 90
Line 152-162: Indeed neither water uptake nor turgor pressure can cause changes in bending, they may still contribute to "the magnitude[s] of plastic deformation rate" as in line 160, and is also expressed in Equation 2 and in the dimensionless number PI_we. The authors should consider to shortly discuss about the contributions of water-related dimensionless parameters (their necessity or otherwise) in interpreting the reduced growth rate phenotype.
Thank you for making this observation. We have added a new section "Future Research:
Dimensionless numbers for water uptake and transpiration" to address this (see lines 423-450).
Line 183-185: Consider to shorten the sentence by removing potential repeats.
